Th400 kickdown switch wiring diagram

Does it matter if I hook it up at all? Most of the other transmissions used a mechanical linkage
or cable to indicate wide-open-throttle WOT. This WOT trigger achieves two things: it ensures
the transmission line pressure is at maximum for strongest application of the clutches and then
downshifts the transmission to the next lowest gear, depending upon vehicle speed. Above a
certain speed, as determined by the governor, the transmission will not downshift from third to
second or second to first gear. This is to protect the transmission from damage. Instead of a
linkage or cable, the TH uses an electrical switch that is most often mounted on the carburetor.
When the linkage hits WOT, this completes the circuit to connect the transmission to full
system voltage. This electrical input powers up a solenoid in the transmission that
accomplishes the same results, with higher line pressure and a signal to downshift the
transmission. Often when a TH is swapped into a different vehicle, this downshift electrical
switch is overlooked. Besides the loss of any kind of downshift function, the real danger is that
under WOT the transmission has not been commanded to increase line pressure. This causes
not only a soft upshift, but also damage to the clutches because the lower line pressure
increases the potential for slippage on upshifts. There are several ways to solve this problem.
The factory used a switch located on the carburetor or on the throttle linkage under the dash
that at WOT supplied voltage to the transmission. You can purchase this from any of the
reproduction companies like Original Parts Group , but these are somewhat expensive and
clunky looking. Edelbrock makes a nice little red aluminum bracket that will work for both
Holley and Edelbrock carburetors that is a little less expensive and looks cool. This uses a
small microswitch intended for nitrous operation but could also be used as a TH kickdown
switch. If you were to use this switch for nitrous and kickdown, I would use this switch to
trigger a relay that would power up both systems. This reduces the load on the switch. This is
the NOS microswitch mounted to a home-made bracket on the passenger side of a style Holley
carburetor. This will only work on a Holley where the choke mechanism has been removed. I
simply made a small aluminum plate that mounts to the threaded choke mechanism mounting
holes in the carburetor. Then I mounted the microswitch in such a way that when the primary
carb linkage achieves roughly percent throttle opening, the linkage triggers the switch. It took
about a half-hour to make this bracket and get it aligned properly with the carb linkage. I had to
bend the actuator tab a little to make it work, but it has been on my Chevelle for about a year
now with no problem. I have a TH and i used a lokar kickdown cable that plugs into the tranny
drivers side then runs to the fuse box for the current. The one you show i have never seen. It is
a transmission out of a suburban. I have this in a nova with a BB. I also went with the Lokar kick
down switch on my JW performance turbo easy to hook up. I also changed my throttle pedal
and linkage to Lokar , as my stock linkage was shot and the billet floor mount set up was real
easy to install. It looks great with braided stainless steel cables and the billet gas and brake
pedals. I called them a suggested them to engineer one for custom applications they told me
most people use stock brackets or make them for themselves. Lokar has thought their kits out
and have all parts available. I have the same issue in my 85 c10, we did a 5. What should I do or
how can I over come this? Guys, i have rebuild a complete drive train Chevy motor and TH
transmission into a car with zero wiring and a fresh Holley with no switch, any DIY advice? I
have a chevy c 10 turbo Thanks Robb. Do you have an adjustable modulator? Some modulators
have an adjustment screw where the vacuum hose connects. Turn the screw in for firmer shifts
and out for softer shifts. Hope this helps. I basically bought someone else Project. I knew that
going into the deal. It has 4bl cfm Edelbrock carb and manifold with headers. After attempting to
tune up the TH with filter, gasket it started leaking everywhere and shifting erratically and
eventual failure. I had the tranny rebuilt and now I have a new vehicle. I am taking it back with
the switch today for installation. My question is; have I damaged the tranny in the short distance
between home and shop 10 miles round trip? Based on your article , this switch is a critical
component and never should have been driven without it. Your thoughts. I have a Chevy truck
put th behind a where does the kick down sw go. Engine is 74 year with quadra jet. Installed in a
Chevy I have read that the TH has a vacuum kickdown. Holley recommends that all you have to
do is connect the vacuum port on the TH to the manifold or carburetor. There is no mention of
the electronic switch. Is this accurate? Julian, The TH uses both. The vacuum modulator is used
to eastablish the load on the engine. As vacuum drops with high load, this changes the position
of the vacuummodulator valve in the transmission and increases the line pressure and also
delays the shift point. The kickdown switch is a separate volt connection on the driver side of
the trans as described in the original questionand answer. I get what you are saying about the
switch on the side of the carb, is there anyone that sells a hookup like you are talking about?
Just a main hot power? Im having some problems with my truck and i think the kick down is to
blame, when i go wot it is very latargic so i dont think its downshifting so the secondarys will
not open, is that a correct assumption, i have 12v to the solenoid but i dont think it works. What

about upshifting on myth does the kick down play any role from 1st to 2nd gear. Mine acts like
its stuck cant get above 25 mph. I have a turbo with a two pronged male connector on the
drivers side. Will I have any problems with up shift and line pressures inside tranny if I do not
use this connect? If so, which terminals need to be wired and what do I have to install? Do I
need some sort of WOT application? Does no electric to this connection at all adversely affect
me? If it has two prongs forming a T shape, you have a Switch Pitch transmission. The lower
vertical prong is your kickdown, and the upper horizontal prong is for the stall adjustment
solenoid. If you have swapped out the TC, there is no need to connect anything to the upper
terminal, just the lower. I am working on a 67 Catalina in dash wring harness. Looks like I broke
a downshift switch and I need to know how it works and where does it go. All I know is
somewhere on drivers side. I bought me a big old c10 with a massive fee the tranny. I put a
battery pack that I push a button to kick that girl into low. I love it, the chicks love it, and my
sister loves it. Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Thanks D. Author: Jeff
Smith Jeff Smith has had a passion for cars since he began working at his grandfather's gas
station at the age After graduating from Iowa State University with a journalism degree in , he
combined his two passions: cars and writing. Smith began writing for Car Craft magazine in and
became editor in In , he assumed the role of editor for Hot Rod magazine before returning to his
first love of writing technical stories. Since , Jeff has held various positions at Car Craft
including editor , has written books on small block Chevy performance, and even cultivated an
impressive collection of and Chevelles. Now he serves as a regular contributor to
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PM. I want to rehook up the downshift switch, or passing gear switch, on the Caprice's TH It's
basically a push button switch that is activated by the carb linkage opening to full throttle.
There are two wires that connect to the trans. An orange and a black, I think. The plug and
switch have four terminals, but for the life of me I can't figure out where the other two wires are,
if there are any. And, which of the terminals the two wires from the trans go. The wires came out
of the terminal connector and I don't know how where they go. Here's a pic of the switch with
it's terminal markers. BS'er formally known as Rebeldryver Resident Instigator sigpic. Tags:
None. October 31, , AM. Re: th downshift switch wiring? You need a TH kickdown switch My
fabulous web page "If it don't go, chrome it! Comment Post Cancel. All of the TH kickdown
switches I have seen and I may have one somewhere mount under the dash on the accel. Let me
dig around in the attic and see if I can find it. Whiskey for my men The pedal mount switch thing
started in in full size cars, I think It started earlier in Buick's I think but I'm familiar with that set
up since it's on my '64 Nailhead. My switch is adjustable and bolts to the throttle lever on the
carb. Buicks and Cads and some Olds mobiles thru had a 4 wire switch that also ran the switch
pitch converter. The chevys all had a 2 terminal switch. Here's some quick pics I took today to
show you the setup on the car. No switch on the pedal. Two wires go to trans. I bent the bracket
to get it to work with the Holley. I pulled the throttle back to show how it's supposed to work. No
switches anywhere around the gas pedal. This is the driver's side of the trans. October 31, , PM.
The 1st one that Jim posted was the one I'm familiar with. If you're running the DP, one of the
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witches that mount on the carb would work just as good. The switch needs power from the fuse
block switched power, only on when the ignition switch is on. The other side of the switch goes
to the orange wire on the trans. The last picture I posted shows the tab you bolt onto the throttle
arm, that rubs against the switch plunger. The switch is designed to get kickdown before full
throttle, that's why it has a longer travel than the switch you have. The switch you have is for a
manual 3 speed trans with overdrive. It'll kind of work, but it's not right. The microswitch idea is

a good one, too. And now that I think about it, I have an extra switch and bracket laying on the
bench if you want it. Its a home made bracket that bolts on the base plate in the two holes by
the primary accel pump and hits on the accel pump arm. Let me know if you want some pics. I
found this article. But, it looks like the plug on the trans only has one wire. Mine has two. All
rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.

